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ABSTRACT^ 

The complete valence shell binding enerKy spectrum (10 50 eVi of C8, 

has been determined using electron momentum (binary (e.2e)) spectroscopy 

The inner valence region, corresponding to 4o and 4o ionization, has been 
u g 

•easured for the first time and shows extensive splitting of the ionization 

strength due to electron correlation effects. These Measurements are 

compared with the results of many-body calculations using Green's function 

and CI methods employing unpolarlsed as well as polarised wave functions. 

Momentum distributions, measured In both the outer and inner valence 

regions, are compared with calculations using a range of unpolarised and 

polarised wave functions. Computed orbital density maps in momentum and 

position sppce for oriented Ct molecules'are discussed In comparison with 

the measured and calculated spherically averaged momentum distributions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Electron momentum spectroscopy (F.MS), formerly known as binary (e.2e) 

spectroscopy |1.2|. is a powerful technique for the detailed Investigation 

of the dynamic aspects of atomic and molecular electronic structure and 

chemical bonding |3-5] ^^S has the capability to determine the complete 

outer and inner valence shell binding energy spectrum as can. In principle, 

b; measured by gas phase X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). However 

EMS has the advantage of being able to obtain binding energy spectra as a 

function of Ion recoil Momentum, effectively the electron momentum In the 

(Ionized) orbital, and can therefore provide a direct measurement of the 

target-ion overlap function, which includes very specific Information on 

orbital symmetry. In practice relatively few molecules have been studied 

by gas phase XPS and the spectra may also be complicated by background 

effects |6.7) and inelastic scattering as'we 11 as light source Impurities 

when unmonochromatized "line" sources are used (8). In contrast. EMS. 

being a coincidence experiment with complete kinematic determination of the 

(e.2e) reaction, does not suffer from these disadvantages. While 

ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) has the advantages of much 

higher energy resolution and higher sensitivity than EMS. It la usually 

restricted to a study of the outer valence orbitala (I.e. binding energies 

less than ~ 21 eV) since He I and unfiltered He II lamps are the most 

energetic radiation sources normally employed. The Inner valence region 

could be looked at In detail using UPS with monochronatized synchrotron 

radiation but In practice few such studies of molecules have been reported 

191 
The ionization of the inner valence region has been the focus of 

considerable experimental and theoretical attention In recent years due to 

occurrence of significant electron corrnlntlon (many body) effects which 

accompany the Ionization processes. For the Inner valence Ionization of 



•any molei.iles It has been found that the Ionization strength does not 

appear as the single peak expected from the independent particle mode) but 

it is split up into a number of final ion states (poles) often distributed 

over a wide range of binding energies. The many body Green's function 

calculations by Cederbaum and co workers |10.11| over the p;ist decade have 

provided considerable insight into these inner valence molecular 'onfzatlon 

processes and given semi quantitative prediction of the expected pole 

strengths (intensities) and energies. Unlike PES measurements, which are 

complicated by energy dependent dipole matrix elements, binding energy 

spectra from EMS studies provide relative pole strengths directly and are 

thus ideally suited for direct comparison (I.12.13,14| with pole strength 

calculations [10.111 

A unique and powerful feature of F.MS is the ability to measure ground 
2 state orbital electron momentum dlstrbutiohs MD (i.e. lUi(p)l ) according to 

the plane wave Impulse approximation (PWIA) (15.16) and the target Hartree 

Pock approximation (THFA) normally used to Interpret the molecular (e,2e) 

reaction [1.2). More detailed account can be taken of correlation and 

relaxation effects If the full overlap amplitude description is used for 

the initial and final states Instead of the THFA (1.2 12.15 17j in 

either en*--' the Initial state orbital signature corresponding to the 

observed final Ion states can readily be determined This not only 

permits an Identification of the parentage of the various many bodv 

(satellite) poles In the Inner valence region but also provides a sensitive 

and detailed experimental test for the wave functions generated In 

theoretical quantum chemistry at 11.2.18.19) or beyond (12.16 .17)the 

llartree Fock level. Mil's measured using the F.MS technique are particularly 

sensitive In the chemically Importan low momentum (I.e. large distance) 

region of the wave function As a result the measured Ml) provides a very 

stringent and iieressarv additional experimental trst for varlatlonally 
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optimised wave functions As Is well known energy minimisation Is a 

necessary but usually Insufficient constraint for obtaining a universally 

good model wave function (1.12.17.191 The unique capability of EMS to 

provide such a detailed experimental diagnostic for molecular wsve 

functions in thv. chemically sensitive region of electron distributions is 

now finding increased application in quantum chemistry |3 5| The extreme 

sensitivity of the ENS method to details In the electronic wave function is 

Illustrated in a very recent experimental and theoretical in depth study 

(17) which has shown that adequate treatment of electron correlation In a 

full GOA description Is needed to describe the measured KD's at least in 

the case of the H O aolecule. Many studies of a range of aolecules have 

been made over the past decade and a detailed summary and bibliography of 

the ENS (i.e. binary e.2e) work up to June 1984 has recently been published 

131 

Since experimental quantua aechanlcs appears to be possible (20) In 

•omentum space rather than position space, at least with regard to the 

direct laboratory Investigation of orbltals. It has become Increasingly 

necessary to consider how traditional concepts of electronic structure and 

chemical bonding appear In the (often very different) aoaentum space 

description. Therefore in recent years we have discussed ENS results of 

MD's for a series of aolecules in coaparlson with model calculations of the 

corresponding orbital density aaps in both position and momentum space in 

two and soaetiaes thrse dimensions (for example see references (4,21,22) 

and papers cited therein). This provides not only a pedagogical approach 

to the further understanding of the relatively unfamiliar territory of 

"momentum space chemistry" but should also prove useful in future projected 

EMS studies of molecules aligned on surfaces. Such an approach has also 

been featured In the theoretical work of Baerends and RozendaaI in which 

noleiiil.it orbital momentum density maps have heen produced for f 1231 and 

http://noleiiil.it
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firs'.; row diatoaics • 24 ) 

in the present work our earlier studies are now extended to EMS 

aeasureaents of aoaentua distributions and binding energies as well as a 

consideration of the aoaentua space cheaiistry of the third row diatonic 

aolecule C8 The first Measurements of the inner valence region of the 

binding energy spectrua of C* are reported here together with new. more 

refined Green's function and C! calculations. The aeasured aoaentua 

distributions are coapared with calculations using 3 wide range of single 

configuration SCF wave functions. In particular the effect of 

polarisation (d orbitals) In the basis set is exaalned In calculations of 

both the binding energy spectrua) and the aoaentua distributions. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHOO 

Binding energy spectra were aeasured at a series of relative aziauthal 

angles * in the range 0-30° using the Flinders syaaetric non-coplanar 

electron aoaentua fpectroaeter with position sensitive detectors in both 

exit channels. The polar angles are 45° and the total energy is 1000 eV 

plus the binding energy. Moaentua resolution Is - O.la.u. and the energy 

resolution 1.5 eV PWHM. Details of the spectroaeter, Its operation and 

data analysis procedures have been discussed earlier (16,25). Five 

eleaent electron lenses have recently been Installed (16) in each of the 

exit channels to define aore precisely the polar angles and angles of 

acceptance Chlorine (Cl ) of high purity (99.5%) was Introduced froa a 

Hatheson lecture bottle via a healed Granville-Phillips leak valve and used 

without further purification. The binding energy spectra show the saaple 

to be free of any significant iapurlty. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Results for the angular resolved measured binding energy spectra, the 

•easured and calculated momentum distributions and finally the calculated 

and Measured Inner valence shell Ionization spectra Mill each be considered 

in turn below. The various results will be discussed with reference to 

the ground state electron configuration of Ct In the independent particle 

Model:-

( K ) V ) 1 6 (4o_) 2(4o) 2 (5o )2(2ir )4(2TI >4 (5o )° ( x V ) 
I~ 1 U...9 . . ." ) ... % g_ • f _ M "_J * 
CORE INNER VALENCE OUTER VALENCE VIRTUAL 

1. ANGULAR RESOLVED BINDING ENERGY SPECTRA 

Figures l(a.b and c) show the coMplete valence shell binding energy 

spectruM Measured In the present work at relative aziMuthal angles * of 

0°,7° and (0° • 7") respectively, with all spectra being sv-jwn on the saMe 

relative intensity scale. The lower summed spectrua (figure 1(c)) Is 

rather siMilar In Intensity distribution to what would be expected In a 

pfc*toelectron spectrua. Figures l(a.b) illustrate the spectral 

decomposition, with respect to orbital symmetry, that Is possible with EMS. 

Comparing figures 1(a) and 1(b) It can be seen that the • » 0° (momentum 

p ~ 0.1 a.u.) emphasizes the Ionization of electrons from the ground state 

So and 4o molecular orbitals which have dominant "s-type" (I.e. totally ff R 
symmetric) components. In contrast Ionization from the domlnantly "p-

type" (antisymmetric) 2n , 2it and 4o orbitals features relatively more 
g u u 

prominently In the t = 7° (p ~ 0.5 a.u.) spectrum. In the Inner valence 

region. I.e. above 20 eV. It can be seen that there are at least three 

p?aks as well as unresolved structure stretching out to at leavt 45eV and 

this Is of Itself clear evidence of the severe breakdown of the Independent 

particle (I.e. simple MO) model for ionization from the 1r> and 4o inner 

valence orbitals. 

Considering first the outer valence regions, peaks due to Ionization 
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of the i'Ti 2n and 5o outer valence orbitals arp clearly present. A H u g 

gauss Inn curve fitting program using the known energy resolution function 

places the oeak maxima at 11.63. 14.41 and 16.1R PV respectively These 

energies and the peak widths are consistent with the outer valence vertical 

ionization potentials and vibrational widths reported in He I PF,S studies 

of CI by Cornford et al |26| and by Potts et al |27| The outer valence 

region Is shown in wore detail In figure 2 which consists of the sum of 

binding energy spectra obtained at azimuthal angles of * - 0". 1°. 2". 3". 

4°. 5", 6". 7°, 8°. 9°. 10°. 12*. 15". 20°, 25° and 30° over the binding 

energy range 8-21 eV. The profile of fitted gaussians as shown in figure 

2 was then used to fit the separate spectra at each value of • in order to 

generate momentum distributions fro* the respective peak areas for each 

state. In this fitting procedure peak positions and widths were kept 

fixed and only the peak heights were allowed to vary These results will 

be discussed later in the consideration of womentun distributions. 

Turning now to the inner valence region above 20 eV (see figure 1) 

three peaks with separation energies (widths) of 21.8 (1.5). 24.0 (2.0) and 

27.3 (2.0 eV) can be clearly identified in accordance with the fitted 

gauss Ian functions shown. However considerable unresolved satellite 

structure is also present In the region above 30 eV and this extends to at 

least 46 eV binding energy. It is expected that 4o ("p-type") and 4o 
u g 

("s-type") Ionization will dominate the region above 20 eV since the outer 

valence orbitals are expected to be almost single poles (28| A simple 

visual examination of figures 1(a) and (b) suggests that the peak at 27.3 
eV is due to 4o (I.e. "s-type) Ionization whereas those at 24.0 and 21.8 H 
eV evidently contain contributions from the "p type" (in ) process. 

u 
Between "0 and 46 eV the sppctrn show a significant "s type" (l.e 4" ) 

K 
contribution to thp Ionization with an indication also of "p type" 

((4<i ( 1 conir(hut ions It is possible thnt this region contains a high 
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density of Interallied poles of tioth symmetries 

In order to obtain •ore specific Information on the states 

contributing to the Inner valence region a series of binding energy spectra 

were recorded in the rangi. 20 40 eV at values of + =0°. 3". 6". 9°. 1?°, 

15° and 20" These energy spertri wt-re then analysed in two ways in order 

to generate aoaentua distribution information Firstly counts were 

integrated at each value of * over the five energy ranges 20.0 22.4 eV, 

22 4 24 8 eV. 25.4 28.5 eV. 30.0 34.8 eV and 35.7 - 39.9 eV. These 

regions are Indicated as A. B. C. D and E respectively on figure 1. In 

addition gausslan peaks at 21.8, 24.0 and 27.3 eV as shown or. figure 1 and 

corresponding essentially to the regions A, B and C, were fitted at each 

value of • and the resulting relative areas evaluated. The results of 

both types of analysis have been used to generate aoaentua distributions 

corresponding to the respective regions of> the energy spectrua. Further 

discussion of the binding energy spectra and In particular the assignment 

of the Inner valence region on the basis of published as well as new aany-

body calculations is best discussed after prior consideration of the 

•easuijd and calculated aoaentua distributions in the Inner valence region. 
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2 MEASURED ANU CALCULATED MOMENTUM DlSIR!BUT]ONS 

Measured and calculated «o»enlua distributions corresponding to 

ionization of the 2n . 2n and So outer valence orbitals, as well as g u g 
corresponding data for the 4o and 4o inner-valencc orbitals. are shown in 

u g 

figures 3(a), 4(a), 5(a). 7(a) and 8(a) respectively. The experimental 

data for the three outer valence orbitals have been evaluated fro* fitted 

peak areas as described in the preceding section (see the sua of the angle 

resolved outer valence binding energy spectra shown in figure 2). 

Additional points providing consistency checks at 4> » 0° B-.U 7° have been 

generated froa the respective Gaussian fits to the outer valence region of 

the wide range spectra shown In figure 1. Sections (b) and (c) of figures 

3, 4. 5, 7 and 8 show the respective »wo disenslonal •oaentua density and 

position density saps for an oriented CJt Molecule, calculated using the 

ML* polarised wave function (see below for*details). 

The calculated spherically averaged •oaentus distributions shown on 

figures 3(a), 4(a). 5(a), 8, 7(a) and 8(a) have been obtained using a wide 

range of wavefunctlons of varying quality. These SCP (RHP) wavefunctions 

were generated using the Gaussian 80 package (29| at the equilibrium 

geometry (3.7568 a.u.). A whole range of wavefunctlons ranging fro* the 

simplest ST0-3G basis set to the extended ML** basis set (see Table 1) were 

constructed. 

The STO-3G and LP 41G* are internally stored basis sets of the 

Gaussian 80 package (29) and were used without Modifications. The ML 

series of wavefunctlons were generated using the |13sl0p| basis set of 

McLean and Chandler [30| contracted to (6s5p). This contracted basis set 

Is referred to In the paper as the ML wavefunctlon. To Investigate the 

effect of polarisation functions two polarised basis sets were developed, 

nape I y the ML* and ML** basis sets. The N'.,* basis was built froa the ML 

basis augmented with one d type polarisation function having an exponent 
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(O.fjfi) suggested by Snknl et al |31|. In similar manner the Ml.** hnsis 

was built from the ML basis and then augmented with two d-type polurIsntIon 

functions with exponents (0.22.0.797) suggested by Huzlnaga |32| The 

calculated SCF(RHF) energies for the respective wavefunctions are shown in 

Table I 

The momentum distributions and maps have been calculated using the 

HEMS package developed at the University of British Lolumbla. All 

calculated MD's shown In the various figures are spherically averaged and 

have been convoluted with the experimental monentum resolution (Ap - 0.1 

a.u.). It should be noted that the experimental results shown for each 

outer valence orbital in figures 3(a). 4(a), 5(a) and 8 have the correct 

relative normalizations to each other since they were determined by 

accumulation of repeated sequential scans with point dwelt times normalized 

on the singles count rates so as to counteract any drifts In target 

pressure or electron beam flux. Furthermore the data points are from 

integrated peak areas covering the (unresolved) rotatlon-vlbratlonal width 

of each (resolved) electronic state (see figures 1 and 2 and preceeding 

discussion). The calculated momentum distributions also maintain relative 

normalizations to each other and include the respective orbital 

occupancies. In order to place all the calculations and the experiments 

for the three outer valence orbltals ir. figures 3. 4 and 5 on the same 

(relative) absolute scale a single point height normalization has been used 

between the (best fitting) ML* calculation (see table 1) and the measured 

2it momentum distribution (figure 4a) at its maximum. All other data 

points, both experimental (figures 3. 4 and 5) and calculated (figures 3. 

4. 5 7 and 8) maintain their correct normalization relative to this point 

It should be noted, however, thai for figure 6, while relative 

norun IIzatIons are preserved as above, the normalization is different 

between oi leu tat ion and experiment (see below) 
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Consider f i r s t f igures 3. 4 and 5 . I t can be seen t l -nt a r easonab l y 

good q u a n t i t a t i v e f i t to the 2v ( f i g u r e 3 ( a ) ) and 2n ( f i g u r e 4 ( a ) ) 
g « 

orbital cross sections Is given by the Ml.* 1301 and LP 410* |29) wave 

functions. These two wave functions, each with a single d polarlsetlon 

function (table 1). give very similar results. However the 2ir 

experimental cross section maximises at a lower momentum than predicted hy 

the calculations. Tie minimum basis set STO3G wave 'unction [29| gives a 

significantly poorer fit to experiment. 

The experimental cross-section for the 5o orbitai (figure 5(a)) shows 
g 

an "s-p" mixed symmetry as expected from its AO composition (see also 

density maps in figures 5(b) and (c)). The minimum basis set STO-3G wave 

function clearly grossly misrepresents the orbital shape, with much too 

large a relative contribution from the p-type orbitals. The MI,* and LP-

41G* both represent the shape and the relative contributions of s and p 

type orbitals quite well, with the best a to p ratio being given by the 

ML*. However the overall cross-section Is in both cases (at least, on the 

basis of the single point normal 1 ration on the 2ir orbital discussed above) 
u 

too high. An explanation for this could be the possibility that the 5c 

pole strength Is somewhat less than unity In the measured energy range 

about 16.23 eV due to many-body effects causing a splitting of the pole 

strength. If this were the case the remaining pole strength would be 

distributed elsewhere In the energy spectrum. Some support for this 

proposition comes from the ADC(3) many-body calculation (discussed in 

section 3 below) which predicts Just such a splitting using a similar type 

of polarised wave function. The experimental points on figure 5(a) show 

cross sections approximately 70\ of the ML* calculation whereas Ihe AI)C(3) 

calculation predicts 87* of the strength In the main line (see table 2 

below) It Is .bvlnus from a comparison of figures 5(a). 3(a) and 4(a) 

(and also figure 6) that the 5o measured cross sect Ion provides the most 
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sensitive test of the composition if the wavt function. 

The effect of the degree of polarisation built into the wave function 

is illustrated in figure 6 which shows the experimental data (as on figures 

3. 4 and 5) for all three outer valence orbltals together with calculations 

using the McLean and Chandler (30| wave function without (i.e. no d 

functions) polarisation (ML), with one set of added polarising d functions 

(ML* - as also shown on figures 3(a). 4(a). 5(a). 7(a) and 8(a)) and with a 

double set of added polarising d functions (ML**) respectively. The 

polarisation functions were used with coefficients and exponents as 

prescribed by Sakai et al (31] and Huzinaga (32). The normalisation is 

identical to that used for figures 3(a). 4(a). 5(a). 7(a) and 8(a) (i.e. at 

a single point corresponding to the height maxima in the experimental and 

ML* calculated HD's for the 2n orbltrl (i.e. as for figure 4(a)). Jt can 

be seen that the two outermost orbltals are well described, quantitatively 

(except for the small shift to low momentum for the Zv orbital discussed 
u 

above), regardless of the level of polarisation (I.e. d functions). In 

contrast the calculated MD for the 5o orbital (figure 6) Is extremely 

sensitive to the deg'ee of polarisation selected. The best fit would be 

with the unpolarlsed (ML) wave function. If It is assumed that 5o 
K 

ionization is effectively confined to a single pole at 16.23 eV (figure 2). 

However, as discussed above there is some theoretical evidence for a 

splitting of the 5o pole strength and If this is the case then some 
S 

polarization of the wave function would be required. As has also been 

noted above the ML* wave function best describes the ratio of s to p 

components, compared with experiment, for the 5o orbital. In this 

connection it is of Interest to note further that polarisation of the wave 

function also Increases the distribution of satellite intensity above the 

main line (see following discussion In section 3) and this is what is 

observed (figure 1). For these reasons we consider that the ML* wave 
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function gives the best description of the ND's and thus indicates the need 

to Incorporate polarization functions In the wave function. 

He turn now to a consideration ui" the aoaentua distributions in the 

(4o and 4o ) inner valence region of ionization. It is clear froa the u g 
binding energy spectra (figure 1) and the aany body calculations (see 

below) that the ionization strength for the 4o and 4o processes is 
u g 

severely split Into aany poles spread out over a large range (20 - 46 eV) 

of binding energies. It Is likewise apparent that the various poles 

associated with 4o and 4o ionization are probably intermingled, as u g 
was observed earlier for the inner valence spectra of CH Br and CH I (33] 

3 <$ 

and of CS„ (331. The calculated aoaentua distributions for the 4o and 2 u 
4o orbitals using the saae range of wave functions are shown in figures 6, 

7(a) and 8(a). It is noticeable that these orbitals are predicted to be 

quite compact in aoaentua space (and conversely diffuse in position space) 

relative to the outer valence orbitals despite their significantly higher 

binding energies. 

It Is expected (in the absence of initial state correlations) that the 

aeasured ND's at various energies in the Inner valence region should be 

characterised by appropriate contributions fro* the aoaentua distributions 

for the 4o and/or 4o single particle orbitals. With this in aind we u t 

have, as discussed above, aeasured ND's in the Inner valence region over 

the binding energy ranges 20.0 - 22.4 eV, 22.4 - 24.8 eV. 25.4 - 28.5 eV. 

30.0 - 34.8 eV and 35.7 - 39.9 eV. These data are shown in figure 9A. B. 

C, D and E and the appropriate inner valence binding energy ranges are 

Indicated by A. B, C, D and E on figure 1. In the first three regions (A, 

B. C) curve fitting (as shown on figure 1) as well as count Integration 

gave results for the Mil's which were Identical within experlaental error. 

Since no clear peak structure was evident in regions D and E only count 

Integration over the respective energy ranges was used to determine the 
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MD's. The average binding energy within each range was used to derive the 

average momentum at each value of •. 

It Is found (figure 9) that regions A. B. C and D (see figure 1) give 

momentum profiles that differ Markedly frosi those calculated (figures 6. 

7(a) and 8(a)) for the 4o and 4o orbltals. However, each of these 
g u 

profiles can be represented quite satisfactorily by a linear combination 

(a(4o ) plus b(4o )) of the calculated Inner valence momentum distributions g u 
(the ML* wave function was used for the calculated functions in figure 9). 

In the highest energy range (E) the Measured profile has a shape well 

described by that of the calculated MD for the 4o orbital. The shapes 
g 

observed for the momentum profiles A. B. C and D could be attributed to one 

or More of the following reasons: 

(I) The existence of appreciable Initial state correlation which would 

complicate Interpretation of the EMS experiment. This would seem to be 

unlikely In view of the generally quite good agreement between theory and 

experiment obtained for the outer valence orbitals (figures 3(a), 4(a) and 

5(a)) as well as for the Inner valence region E (figure 9). Initial state 

correlation Is not In general considered to be large. 

(II) The calculated MD's (and therefore the oroltal wave functions) are 

grossly inadequate for the two Inner valence orbltals. While this Is a 

possibility It Is unlikely since In general Inner valence orbital MO's have 

been well described for a wide range of other Molecules (3) where there are 

clearly separated final states (or groups of states) of the same symmetry 

manifold. In addition the fact that region E fits the shape of the 

calculated 4o MD quite well would tend to discount this explanation. 

(III) The spectra are complicated by the presence of closely spaced and 

Intermingled poles from both the 4o and 4o manifolds In the Inner valence 
" g 

regions corresponding to A. B. C and D ( f i g u r e s 1 and 9). As dismissed 

i~ 
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above, the binding energy spectra of CI (figure 1) clparly Indicate a 

complex series of partially resolved as well as unresolved structures In 

the 20-40 eV region. A careful examination of the relative Intensities 

certainly suggests that More than one symmetry manifold Is contributing at 

most energies. Such an Intermingling of poles from different symmetry 

manifolds has been clearly indicated from experiment and theory In the case 

of the Inner valence region of CS (35| and CI! Br and CH I f331 

In view of the relative Improbability of (1) and (11) and bearing in 

mind the fact thaat the MD in region E has the correct shape for the 

calculated 4o MD and also that the experimental MD's In regions A. B. C R 
and D (figure 9) can be well represented by linear combinations of the 

calculated MD's for the 4a and 4o orbitals. It Is considered that option 

(111). I.e. intermingling of poles Is the most likely reason for the shape 

of the observed MD profiles. The Interpretation of the inner valence 

region MD's is therefore discussed accordingly. 

Although statistics are poor in the momentum profile (figure 9A) for 

the small peak corresponding to region A (figure 1) It is clear from the 

observed shape that contributions are made from both 4a and 4o 
* u 

ionization. The momentum profile In region B (figure 9B) is dominantly 

due to 4o Ionization with perhaps a small component from the 4a process. 

In contrast the momentum profile (figure 9C) corresponding to the largest 

peak (C) In the Inner valence binding energy spectrum (figure I) shows a 

gross "s-type" behaviour, as might be expected from a consideration of the 

relative Intensities In the • - 0° and 7" spectra. However, a best fit to 

profile C Is obtained with a large in component together with a smaller 
g 

contribution from 4<> lonlzntlon (figure 9C) The shape of the momentum 

profile In region D (figure 9rJ Is indicative of significant contributions 

from both 4o and 1" Ionization Thus regions A D In ench rase Indicate 
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a significant intermingling of ionization poles froa the two inner valence 

aanlfolds. Only region E (figure 9E). which appears to have only 4o 
S 

character, originates froa a single symaetry aanifold. Considering the 

analysis discussed above »nd illustrated on figure 9 it is possible to 

derive an approxiaate experimental relative cross section (KO) for the 4o 

and ar experiaental relative cross-section (NO) for the 4o orbital froa 
R 

the data points on figures 96 and 9E respectively. These two experiaental 

data sets have been individually height normalised to the calculated (ML*) 

MD's on figures 7(a) and 8(a) respectively. The fit Is very good 
especially for the 4o orbital (figure 8(a)). The saall "misfit" at low 

9 
aomentua in the case of the 4o orbital is consistent with saall 4o 

u g 
contribution to the aeasureaents an represented In figure 9B. If this 

estimated 4o contribution were subtracted from the data points then K 
excellent shape agreeaent with the calculated 4o MO on figure 7a would be 

obtained at all somenta within experimental error. 

A further approximate consistency check has been applied to the 

analysis of the inner valence region as Illustrated on figve S. If this 

Is substantially correct with regard to the relative total contributions 

froa the (4o ) and (4o ) processes then It Bight be expected that the 
u g 

ratio of these two totals would reflect the relative cross-sections as 

calculated (e.g. with ML* wave function) and shown on figures 7(a) and 

8(a). The ratio (Ia4o (at p - 0 l))/(Ib(4o (at p - 0.5)) - 2.5 as deduced 
g u 

froa figure 9. This Is similar to the corresponding ratio of 3.2 obtained 

froa the ML* calculation. However it should be reaeabered that the "all 

angles" binding energy data (see section 1) contributing to the data shown 

on figure 9 is only collected over the binding energy range 20 40 eV 

whereas froa figure 1 it can be seen that there is obviously an appreciable 

amount of doalnantly "s type" (i.e. 4o ) structure above 40 eV. Inclusion 

of an estlaate of this extra "4o " portion above 40 eV from the • * 0° 
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spectrun (figure 1) further increases the experimental ratio froa 2.5 to 

2.9 which Is in quite close agreeaent with the calculated value of 3.2. 

Another consistency check is to look at all of the strength above 20 eV 

binding energy at • = 0° and 7° (fig. 1) and coapare thea with that to be 

expected froa the ML* wavefunctions. Relative to a peak cross section of 

12 (arbitrary units) for the 2ir orhltal at * 7" (figure 4) the total 

observed cross section above 20 eV is found to be 17.] at • = 7° and 27.1 

at + =0". Given the experimental uncertainties this coapares very well 

with the calculated suaaed 4a and 4o ML* cross sections of 20.1 and 25.2 
g u 

at 7° and 0° respectively. 

3. INTERPRETATION OP INNER VALENCE BINDING ENERGY SPECTRA 

The inner valence binding energy spectra show that the processes 

associated with 4a and 4a Ionization arcdoalnated by aany body effects u g 
due to final state electron correlation in the ionization process. This 

results in the ionization cross-section being spread out over a range of 

binding energies froa 20 to at least 46 eV (figure 1) Instead of just the 

two peaks which would be expected on the basis of the single particle 

aodel. The observed spectrua is in qualitative agreeaent with the earlier 

predictions of Blerl et al (28) based on a aany body Green's function 

calculation for both the outer and the inner valence Ionization of Ct 

using an unpolarised wave function. The inner valence spectrua was 

calculated (28) using the two particle-hole Taaa Dancoff approxiaatlon 

110.11) 

The binding energy spectra obtained In the present work have been 

Interpreted using the foregoing ND calculations and MD measurements at 

selected binding energies (figure 9) together with the existing |28| and 

new. aore refined, aany body calculations. The existing calculations |28) 

used the aany body Green's function approach with unpolariscd CI wave 
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functions (I.e. no d functions). Two new and aore accurate calculations 

reported In the present work use polarised as well as unpolarised wave 

functions and are based on (1) a configuration intetdction (CI) approach, 

and (11) the ADC(3) and ADC(4) •anybody Green's function aethods (36,37|. 

The details of these two calculations are discussed in turn below. All 

calculations were performed at the equilibrium geoaetry ("r|_r,^3.7568 

a.u.). 

(1) CI Calculations 

The wave function used for this calculation Is the (6s5pld| contracted 

Gaussian basis set derived froa the [12s9p| uncontracted basis of 

McLean and Chandler [30). The added d polarisation function was 

chosen with an exponent of 0.619 according to the work of Ahlrlcha and 

Taylor (38). The Hartree-Fcck energy Is - 918.97865 a.u. and It can 

be seen (table 1) that this polarised. ba«ls set is very siailar to the 

ML* basis used for calculating aost of the MD's (see section 2). 

All the CI calculations were pel "-••aed uslP" the direct CI aethod of 

Stsunders and van Lenthe (39). which was Implemented on the cluster of 

FPS-364's at the IBM European Centre for Scientific and Engineering 

Coaputlng (ECSEC-Roae). The "-electron, nntisyaaetrlzed and spin 

adapted configuration state functions (CSP's) were constructed froa 

the orthonoraal set of NO's. The 10 co-e MO's (froa la to In ) were 

kept 'frozen' and the reaalnlng NO's partitioned Into an Internal and 

an external subset. The internal set (aeabers of which are deeaed to 

be of prlaary laportance In the construction of a qualitatively 

correct wave function) Includes all the occupied valence orbital* 

(4o , 4o . 5o . 2« . ?v ) plus the first virtual orbital (5o ). The K u g u | u 
external set encompasses the next 34 virtual orbltals. In any CSF a 

•axlaua of two electrons were allowed to occupy the external space for 
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the purposes of the pre3""nt calculations. 

In practice the CSF's were generated by the action of 

creation/annihilation operators (single and double excitations) on a 

set of reference vacuum CSF's (or MAINS) which are defined as those 

states which carry no electrons In the external space. Only those 

MAINS with expansion coefficients > 0.1 in a preliminary calculation 

were considered since previous comparable studies for F (40| have 

shown that Inclusion of terms with smaller coefficients wakes 

negligible difference to the final calculated pole strength spectruM 

for the Inner valence region. In the case of Ct only one 

configuration (namely the ground state single particle configuration 
* with C - 0.904) fulfills this requirement. With single and double o 

excitations this leads to 4170 CSF's.* The total energy corresponding 

to this expansion Is - 919.26199 a.u. (cf HF energy of - 918.97665 

a.u.). 

The CI calculations for the Ionized states of chlorine used relaxed 

MO's. Por the Ho ) ~ l , 2T. * and (4o ) _ 1 . 2J! ' states there are 10 u u g g 
and 1:1 MAINS respectively with coefficients > 0.1 which give rise to 

97.304 and 124.964 CFS's respectively. The secular equations were 

then solved, searching for the lowest roots which clt»-»cly rn;sah!e *he 

desired final solutions (I.e. those with the greatest participation of 

the (4o ) and (4o ) configurations respectively. Convergence (to 
u g 

5 
10 a.II.) was obtained for seven solutions of which <lx that ha/e 
pole-strengths > O.Ot are shown in column 7 of table !. These pole 

z strengths have been normalIscd with respect to the roeffIclent (C 
o 

0 904) of the MAIN vacuum reference CFS in the ground sate 
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The results of 'liese CI calculations (table 2) are compared on figure 

10 with the experimentally determined inner valence binding energy 

spectra In the spectral regions A. B. C. 0 and E (see also figure 

1) the respective single particle hole state origins are shown, as 

determined from the MD's (see figure 9 and section 2). It can be 

seen that the CI calculation gives a good quantitative description of 

the Intensity distribution an*? i.jle state origin of the observed 

structure In the binding energy spectrum. Great convergence problems 

arise in searching the solutions In the energy region above 30 eV. 

These solutions have In fact very low (probably les« i*ian 0.01) pole 

strengths due to the (4o ) and (4a ) configurations. However. It 
u g 

is possible that many weak poles may be located In the energy region 

In question (only a total of 74% of each of the (4a ) and (4o ) 

processes are predicted to «»1ve pole strengths greater than IX). 

(11) ADC (3) and APC14) Calculations 

A versatile theoretical method which can be uaed to Include the 

effects of electronic relaxation and correlation on the ionization 

energies and relative Intensities is the Green's function method 

110,11.36,37,41J, which we have used in two approximations. The 

outer valence Green's function Method (OVGF) (41) may be used if a 

one particle (simple NO) picture of Ionization applies and in the case 

that the ionic main states are accompanied by satellite lines of only 

negligible intensity. If appreciable Intensity goes into the 

satellite lines or If the Intensity is distributed more or less evenly 

among several lines, as is typical for the Inner valence region, then 

the extenu.:d two particle hole Tama Dancoff or ADC(3) m.>ny body 
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•ethodt is sed |36.37|. The configuratiunal space Includes the one 

hole and one particle and the two hole one particle (2hlp) and the 

twu-parlicle one -hole (2plh) configurations. The acthod can 

therefore be used to calculate ionization energies as well us electron 

affinities. The OVGF and the ADC(3) Method are both accurate to 

third order of perturbation theory for the Rain ionic states and thus 

should give results in close agreement with each other if the basis 

sets are exhausted in both calculations. For ion states dominated by 

2hlp configurations the ADC(3) Method is only accurate to first order. 

To achieve higher accuracy In these cases the ADC(4) Method should be 

used (37). This Method also Includes the 3h2p and 3p2h 

configurations In addition to higher order corrections to the 

reaalnlng teras in the self-energy. It gives the Ionization energies 

and pole strengths accurate to fourth'order in the outer valence 

region and accurate to second order In the Inner valence region. A 

comparison with CI calculations Is given in ref. 37. The resulting 

equations of the ADC(4) Method are nuMerically demanding with respect 

to the dimensions of the matrices and the complicated matrix elements. 

For all but the smallest molecules additional approximations have to 

be Introduced. This has been done in ref. 42. Tlie proposed scheme 

is a simplified one which is computationally tractable and still 

maintains the important fourth order terms. It retains more terms In 

fourth order than the model proposed hy Baker |43|. The additional 

approximations mia at an Improved representation in the inner valence 

region compared to the ADC(3) scheme. The 3p2h configurations which 

are unimportant for the inner valence states are excluded as the other 

(Al)C(3) stands for algebraic diagrammatic construction accurate to 
third order in perturbation theory; It is one of a set of systematic 
Approximations to the Green's function which are accurate to n th order. 
I.e. ADC(n). and which are applicable in the entire energy region.) 
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fourth order terms in the affinity blocks of the self-energy, whereas 

the 3h2p configurations and most of the fourth order terms In the 

Ionization block of the self-energy are retained. 

Two basis sets have been used in the calculations. The first one Is 

the (I2s9p)/(6s4p) basis set of Veil lard (34) and the second one 

generated for the present work Is the (12s9p2d]/(6s4p2d) basis which 

involves two sets of d-type functions on the CI atom with exponents of 

0.7 and 0.25. The SCP orbital and total energies & well as the 

Green's function results (with pole strengths > 0.01) obtained by the 

OVGF and the ADC(3) Method for both basis sets are given in table 2. 

The ADC(4) calculation has only been performed with the polarized 

basis set and for the higher energy states. The inclusion of the d-

type polarization functions changes the energies of the outer valence 

orbltals <2u , 2it and So ) by 0.2-0.5 eV in the OVGF and the A0C(3) g u g 
calculations, which is a very large effect. In the Inner valence 

region (4o and 4o ) one observes a strong intensity redistribution in 
u g 

the calculation involving polarisation functions coapared to the 

smaller basis set calculation. In addition energy shifts of the wain 

components by as much as several eV are observed with Inclusion of 

polarization. It is thus seen that d-type functions are of extreme 

importance for describing the electronic itructure of the CI 

molecule. For the outer valence ionization energies the agreement of 

both the OVGP and the ADC(3) results with vertical IP's from both high 

resolution PF.:> (26) and the present ENS experiments Is very good. 

While the maximum error Is 0.2 eV It Is in most cases less than 0.1 eV 

when the polarized basis set Is used (see table 2). 

The snte'iiie lines and their relative Intensities show very 
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Interesting effects accompanying the Inclusion of d type functions. 

Firstly for 2TT ionization It leads to a weak, higher energy satellite g 
line In the case of 2n Ionization and with the smaller basis set 

u 

several satellite lines are obtained with one about 10 eV above the 

•a in line which has appreciable Intensity Upon the Inclusion of d 

type functions this satellite ', Ine loses some of its pole strength 

The first appreciable effect due to Inclusion of d-type functions 

occurs for 5o Ionization. Without polarization a satellite line 
R 

appears at about 16.8 eV with very snail pole strength. In the 

polarized basis set calculation this satellite line gains considerable 

pole strength fro* the main line (0.035) whereas the energy is largely 

unchanged. The gain In intensity is due to the smaller energy 

separation from the main line and larger Coulomb integrals which 

determine the coupling. In the ADCf4) calculation this satellite 

line loses some Intensity and is found at a somewhat higher energy and 

at a greater separation from the main line. 

For the case of 4o and 1o Ionization we note from a comparison of 

the two ADC(3) calculations with the present EMS experiment (figure 

10) that the unpolsrlzed basis set Is Inappropriate for the 

description of the ionization processes. For 4o Ionization only two 

strong lines are obtained in the calculation with the smaller 

(unpolarlzed) basis set with only a very few smaller Intensity 

satellite lines. In the calculation w!th the polarized basis set the 

energy and the Intensity distribution are quite different, the lower 

energy line gaining intensity and a greater number of more Intense 

satell'Jr lines appear The snap tvpe nf effect, but even stronger. 

I', found for 1c Ionization A single strong line is found In the 

smii I I biiwls sel ralru lnt Ion hut this becomes split Into two close 
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lines using the polarized basis set calculation with the subsequent 

appearance of a greatly Increased number of satellite lines at higher 

energies. In the AI)C(4) calculation It Is found that 4o ionization 

leads to three strong components as In the A0C(3) calculation with the 

same basis set but the line at about 24 eV now has the highest pole 

strength with the line at about 22 eV having the next highest pole 

strength and the third one at about 27 eV having a smal'er pole 

strength (0.1). This leads to a better agreement with experiment. 

The many-body effects are thus enhanced In the fourth order 

calculation. For 4o Ionization the spilt Into two strong and a 

number of weaker components remains essentially as In the ADC(3) 

calculation. Of the strong components the one at higher energy has 

gained some intensity but ihe energies have changed only little. 

It can be seen (figure 10) that the polarised basis set A0C(3) 

calculation gives a result in much better agreement with experiment 

than the unpolarized calculation, both with respect to the actual 

energies as well as the distribution of pole strengths. The ADC(4) 

calculation represents an improvement over the ADC(3) calculation with 

respect to the energies and pole strength distribution and leads to an 

even better agreement with experiment. 

In comparing the results of the calculations with experiment It should 

be remembered that the calculated pole strengths refer to two completely 

different symmetry manifolds (i.e. the "p type" (4o ) and the "s type" 

(4o ) ) Therefore the calculated spectrum can strictly only be 

quantitatively compared with a binding energy spectrum which represents n 

sum over all momenta (I.e. summed over all azimuthal angles *) However 

the (1" I pole strength (list r Ibu' Ion aay be c<m\>.nc<\ with the * •• 0° 
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spectrua (figure 10) since this will contain aainly "s-vype" contributions 

at the experimental momentum resolution of the present work. The • = 1" 

and (0 • 7") spectra will contain contributions froa both symmetry 

•aiilfolds and as such can be reasonably coapared with the cuablned overall 

predicted pole strength distribution. 

A comparison of the CI and polar.'.ed ADC(3) and ADC(4) calculations 

(figure 10, table 2) with experiment shows that they are able to predict 

the gross features and origins of the inner valence ionization spectrua of 

CI better than the unpolarlzed ADC(3) calculation (the latter is 

essentially Identical to the earlier published work of Bleri et al (28)). 

This shows the laportance of Including polarization (d) functions in basis 

seta for calculation of the Inner valence ionization spectra of CA The 

-jolarlzed A0C(3) and ADC(4) calculations give a better, though still rather 

Inadequate, description of the higher enengy region of the spectrua above 

30 eV. The ADC(n) calculations predict (4o ) intensity in the region of 

40 eV In agreement with experiment (see ND in region E. figure 9). States 

In this energy region have not been calculated by the CI method but it is 

expected that similar results will be obtained. In the region of the main 

(4o f 1 and (4o )~* strength (i.e. below 30 eV) the CI and the ADC(4) u g 
calculation give the best description, being quite accurate for the 

energies. Intensities and origins of the Ionization strength. This 

demonstrates the importance of double excitations for the description of 

the Ionic states in the inner valence region. However none of the 

calculations predict the contribution from (4a ) , i.e "s-type" which is 

Indicated (see figure 9) in the region below 25 eV binding energy with 

sufficient Intensity. 
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TABLE 1 

WAVEFUNCTIONS FOR Cft 

Wavefunctlon Type Basis Total Energy (a.u.) ref 

ST0-3G 

LP 41G» 

ML 

ML* 

ML«« 

AS* 

WVN 

WVN* 

GTO (9s5p|/(3s2p| 

GTO [5s5pld]/(2s2pld) 

GTO [13sl0p)/(6s5p) 

GTO (13st0pld|/(6s5pld) 

GTO fl3slOp2d)/(6s5p2d) 

GTO (12s9pld|/(6s5pld) 

GTO |12s9p]/(6s4p) 

GTO (12s9p2d|/(6s4p2d) 

909 11163 [29| 
a [29| 

918 92629 [30] 

918 97376 b 

918 97803 b 

918 97665 (30,381 

918 56148 c 
918 62605 (34|C 

a. No total energy available since frozen cores used. 

b. Polarization functions [31,32| have been added In the present work t 

the ML basis set [30|. 

1 higher total SCF energy In these calculations is due to a More 

restrictive contraction of the basis set for the core orbltals. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1 Binding energy spectra for the valence shell of C*. (a) • = 0°, 
(b) • » 7°. (c) • = 0° • 7°. The regions A. B. C. D and E 
correspond to the inner valence momentum distributions shown in 
figure 9. The dashed and solid curves represent gausslan 
fitted peaks and their SUMS respectively (see text for 
details). 

Figure 2 Binding energy spectrum of the outer valence region of CI . 
The spectrua Is the sua of he sixteen Individual spectra at • 
* 0°, 1°. 2°, 3°. 4°. 5°. 6' 7°, «°. 9°, 10°, 12°. 15*. 20". 
25° and 30° used to generate the momentum distributions 
(figures 3, 4 and 5). The dashed and solid curves represent 
gausslan fitted peaks and their SUM respectively (see text for 
details). 

Figure 3 (a) Experimental and calculated spherically averaged aoaentua 
distribution for the 2tr orbital of CI (vertical IP * 11.63 
eV). The solid circle! (•) are experimental values extracted 
froa the appropriate peak areas In the binding energy spectra 
at given values of 4 (see sua of spectra In figure 2); the 
open triangles (A) are data extracted froa the respective peak 
areas In the • » 0° and 7 s spectra shown in figure 1. Basis 
sets for the calculated curves*are, solid line (—) ML* 
[30,31); dash-dot (-•) LP-41G* [29]; dashed line (---) ST0-3G 
[29). Calculated ND's include the experimental angular 
resolution and are on the saae relative intensity scale. 
Experlaent and calculations are normalised at a tingle point 
only (0.53 a.u.) for the ML* calculation on the 2w cross-
section (see figure 4). In (b) and (c) the orbl t«Y density 
aaps are shown In Momentum and position space respectively. 
All dimensions are in atoalc units. Contour values are at 
0.02. 0.05. 0.08, 0.2. 0.4, 0.6. O.8. 2, 4, 6, 8, 20, 40, 60 
and 80% of the aaxlaua density. The density maps are 
calculated using the NL* basis set (30,31). The aide panels 
show density profiles (on a relative scale) along the dashed 
lines on the density maps. 

Figure 4 (a) Experimental and calculated spherically averaged momentum 
distribution for the 2it orbital of CI. (vertical IP * 14.43 
eV). See figure 3 caption for details. 

Figure 5 (a) Experlaental and calculated spherically averaged momentum 
distribution for the 5o orbital of Ct (vertical IP • 16.08 
eV). See figure 3 caption for details. 

Figure 6 The effect of basis set polarization on calculated spherically 
averaged momentum distributions for the valence orbltals of CI 
Solid line (--). ML**|30,32|: dash dot (-•). Ml*[30,31) 
dotted line ( ) ML (30) see text for details (*• and • 
represent inclusion of two and one d functions respectively). 
All calculations are on the same (relative) absolute scale with 
experiment normalized to the Ml.* calculation at a single point 
at 0.53 a.u. on the 2ir measurement 
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Figure 7 (a) Experimental and calculated spheric.il ly averaged momentum 
distribution for the 4o orbital of C* (vertical HF calculated 
IP - 27.63 eV). The solid circles (•! are experimental values 
taken from the momentum distribution shown In figure 9(B) and 
height noriallzed to the ML* calculation for the 4o orbital 
Basis sets for the calculated MD's are solid line ( ) 
KLM30.311: dash-dot (--) LP -41G*|3»1; dashed line ( ) STO 
30 (29|. Details as In figure 3 

Figure 8 (a) Experimental and calculated spherically averaged momentum 
distribution for the 4c orbital of CI (vertical IIF calculated 
IP * 33.25 eV). The s8lld circles (*f are experimental values 
taken from the momentum distribution shown in figure 9(E) and 
height normalized to the ML* calculation for the 1o orbital. 
Other details as in figure 3. R 

Figure 9 Momentum distributions corresponding to the Inner valence 
spectrum of CI over the ranges (see figures 1 and 10) 
(A). 20.0 - 2274eV; (B). 22.4 - 24.8eV; (C). 25.4 28.5eV; 
(0). 30.0 - 34.8eV; (E), 35.7 - 39.9eV; The solid circles (•) 
are experimental points derived from the appropriate summations 
from angular resolved binding energy spectra (see text for 
details). The broken curves (-•) and (—) represent 
respectively proportions a(4o •) and b(4o ) of the calculated 
(ML*) orbital mom ntum distributions The solid lines ( ) 
are the respective sums a(4o ) • b(4o ). 

u g 
Figure 10 Experimental and calculated binding energy spectra for the 

inner valence region of CI . The left hand panels, (a), (b) 
and (c) are the experimental spectra at • * 0". 7°, and 0° • 
7° respectively (see also figure 1). The assignments on 
regions A. B. C. D and E (see panel (a)) are based on the 
momentum distributions shown In figure 9. The right hand 
panels show the pole strengths given by the present many body 
calculations, the heights of the lines being proportional to 
the pole strengths. The thin (labelled 2) and thick (labelled 
1) vertical lines represent poles of the (4o ) and (4o ) 
manifolds respectively, the 4o manifold dominates the • • 0° 
spectrum (a) whereas the 4o mlnifold is prominent at • - 7° 
(b). The results of the present CI calculation with polarized 
basis set are shown in panel (d);; those of the ADC(3) many 
body Green's function calculation with polarized basis set in 
(e). and with the unpolarlzed basis set In (f); and that of 
the ADC(4) calculation with the polarized basis set in (g). 

http://spheric.il
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